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ABSTRACT 
We show that a doubly stochastic matrix is a convex combination of nonidentity 
permutation matrices if and only if it can be written as the sum of a nonnegative matrix 
and a convex combination of cycle matrices. We use this result to give a shorter proof of 
the theorem of Cruse which asserts that a doubly stochastic matrix is a convex 
combination of nonidentity permutation matrices if and only if its inner product with 
each generalized transitive tournament matrix is at least 1. The generalized transitive 
tournaments of order n form a convex polytope 5 which contains the convex hull q* 
(also called the linear ordering polytope) of the transitive tournaments. Each transitive 
tournament matrix of order n is an extreme point of F”, but for n > 6 there are other 
extreme points. With each generalized tournament matrix T of order n we associate 
a graph whose edges correspond to the nonintegral entries of T. We investigate 
which graphs can arise from generalized transitive tournaments and which can arise 
from extreme generalized transitive tournaments. We briefly discuss a generalization of 
the linear ordering polytope to arbitrary posets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix A = [aij] of order n is called doubly stochastic provided its 
elements are nonnegative and all row and column sums equal 1. The set Q, of 
doubly stochastic matrices of order n forms a convex polytope, and by 
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only for n < 5 [see Griitschel et al. (1985) and Reinelt (1985); also see 
Fishbum (1990) for additional references]. For n 2 6 there is no known 
characterization of Yn* by a finite set of linear constraints. An example of an 
extreme GTT matrix of order 6 which is not a transitive tournament matrix is 
given in Cruse (1979). 
Using the duality theorem of linear programming and the principle of 
complementary slackness, Cruse proved that a doubly stochastic matrix D = 
[d,,] of order n belongs to Qz if and only if 
To D:= C tijdij 2 1 
i,j 
(TE % ). 
Hence if one could characterize the extreme points of c, then 0:: would be 
characterized by a ftnite set of linear constraints. In the next section we give 
a short proof of this characterization of Qt which uses an elementary fact 
from the theory of blocking pairs of polyhedra. Parts of our proof are similar to 
Cruse’s proof, but the proof we present is self-contained. We also characterize 
the symmetric matrices in QE. 
Let 9 be a partially ordered set with elements { 1, . . . , n}. A linear 
erten.s+n of 9 is a linear order p,, . . . , p, of the elements of 9 such that 
pi < pj in 9 implies that i < j. By a theorem of Spilrajn (1930), 9 has a 
linear extension. We regard the linear extensions of 9 as ‘IT matrices of order 
n. We define 3( 9) to be the subpolytope of 3 consisting of all G’IT 
matrices T = [tij] of order n such that k < I in 9 implies tkl = 1. If 9 is a 
totally unordered set, then %( 9) = z. If 9 is a linearly ordered set, then 
5(p) = {T), h w ere T is the IT matrix corresponding to 9. As a natural 
generalization of the linear ordering polytope we also consider the subpoly- 
tope q*( 9) of 5* consisting of all the convex combinations of the linear 
extensions of 9. We call %*( 9) the linear ordering polytope of 9, and we 
pose the problem of characterizing this polytope by a finite set of linear 
constraints. The linear ordering polytope <* defined above is the linear 
ordering polytope of a totally unordered set. The problem of characterizing 
K*( 9’) is obviously very difficult, and we show that for some posets B of 
special type we have <*( 9’) = q( 9). 
2. THE POLYTOPE Q; 
Let A be a matrix of order n with row sums t-i, . . . , r,, and column sums 
Si’ . . . , s,. Then A is called sum-symmetric provided ri = si (i = 1, . . . , n). 
The nonnegative sum-symmetric matrices of order n form a convex cone 
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which contains the polytope Q,. A cycle matrix C = [cij] is a (0,l) matrix of 
order n such that the ordered pairs 
{(i’j):cij = l] 
form the arcs of a directed cycle of length k for some k with 2 ,< k < n. We 
also refer to C as a k-cycle matrix of order n. An example of a 3-cycle matrix 
of order 5 is 
I 0  0  1 0  0  1 0  1 I 
with corresponding cycle 
2+4+5+2. 
The condition (2) for a tournament matrix T is equivalent to ToC = 1 for 
every e-cycle matrix C of order n. The condition (3) is equivalent to ToC > 1 
for every 3-cycle matrix C of order n (by the transitive law for a partial order 
this implies that ToC > 1 for every k-cycle matrix C of order n with 3 < 
k Q n). 
A Zoop matrix is a (0,l) matrix of order n with exactly one 1, which occurs 
on the main diagonal. Loop matrices correspond to degenerate cycles i + i 
of length I, but are not considered to be cycle matrices. The cycle and 
loop matrices are clearly sum-symmetric. It is easy to prove that a non- 
negative matrix A is sum-symmetric if and only if A is a nonnegative linear 
combination of cycle and loop matrices [see Afriat (1974) and Cruse (1979)]. 
Let @?,, be the convex hull of the cycle matrices of order n. The following 
theorem is a consequence of results of Cruse (1979) (although not explicitly 
stated there). We give a direct proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A be a doubly stochastic matrix of order n. Then A is a 
convex combination of the nonidentity permutation matrices of order n if and 
only if A has a decomposition A = C + N where C is in Vn and N is a 
nonnegative matrix. 
Proof. First suppose that 
A = 5 eiPi, 
i=l 
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where 8,, . . . , ok are positive with Cf=, Bi = 1, and Pi,. . . , Pk are non- 
identity permutation matrices. Since each Pi is a nonidentity permutation 
matrix, there is at least one cycle matrix Ci such that Ni = Pi - Ci is a 
(0, 1)-matrix. Then A = C + N, where C = If=, 0,C, is a convex combination 
of cycle matrices and N = C” i Bi Ni is a nonnegative matrix. 
Now suppose that A = $f=, eiCi + N, where the Bi are positive numbers 
with sum equal to 1 and N is a nonnegative matrix. We prove that A is a 
convex combination of nonidentity permutation matrices. 
(i) If N has a 0 on its main diagonal, then the conclusion clearly holds (by 
Birkhoff s theorem). 
(ii) Suppose that N is a diagonal matrix. Let Pi be the unique permuta- 
tion matrix which agrees with Ci off its main diagonal. Then A and Cf= i Bi Pi 
are doubly stochastic matrices which agree off their main diagonals and hence 
are identical. Thus the conclusion holds in this case. 
(iii) We now assume that N is not a diagonal matrix and does not have a 0 
on its main diagonal. Since A is doubly stochastic, N is sum-symmetric and 
hence N is a positive linear combination of cycle and loop matrices. It follows 
that 
A = & o,C; + 
i=l 
N’, 
where the oi are positive numbers with sum 
1 
w:= c CYi > 1, 
i=l 
and N’ = [n;] is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements. 
There exists a nonnegative diagonal matrix N* = [nTj] such that 
A*:= k ,C; + N* 
i=l W 
is a doubly stochastic matrix. Since w > 1, we have nii ( nTi (i = 1, . . . , 1) 
with strict inequality for at least one i. Let 
6 = min 1 nii x:i= l,...,Z . I‘ 1 
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Then 6 < 1. Let 
A** - -&(A-AA*). 
The matrix A** is a doubly stochastic matrix with at least one 0 on its main 
diagonal. It follows from (i) and (ii) that A** and A* are convex combinations 
of nonidentity permutation matrices. The conclusion now follows from (6). n 
We write Y 2 0 to mean that Y is a 
polyhedron of nonnegative matrices. The 
(1986)] is the polyhedron 
3?(P) = {Y>O:YoZZ 
nonnegative matrix. Let P be a 
blocker of P [see e.g. Schrijver 
lforall ZEP}. 
The polyhedron P is of blocking type provided there are nonnegative matrices 
Ml,..., Mk such that 
P= {X+N:X~convexhull{M~,...,M~}, NaO}. 
The blocker of a polyhedron of blocking type is also of blocking type. It is 
an elementary fact that if P is of blocking type, then B’(g( P)) = P, that 
is, the blocker of the blocker of P is P itself. The polyhedron 
is a polyhedron of blocking type. Similarly, the polyhedron 
$= {T+N:TE~,NZO} 
is a polyhedron of blocking type. 
Part of the following theorem is contained in Theorem 5 of G-use (1979). 
THEOREM 2.2. The following hold: 
(i) L%( k”,) = x;, that is, a nonnegative matrix A of order n has a decomposi- 
tionA=T+NwhereTisinx andNisarwnnegativematrixifandonlyif 
AC 2 1 for every cycle matrix C of order n . (7) 
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(ii) SJ($J = @“, that is, a nonnegative matrix A of order n has a decompo- 
sition A = C + N where C is in V” and N is a nonnegatioe matrix if and only if 
AoT > 1 for every GTT matrix T of order n. (8) 
Proof. We first prove (i). Since T*C 2 1 for every GTT matrix T and 
every cycle matrix C, (7) is clearly necessary. Now suppose that (7) holds. 
There exists a matrix B = [bjj] < A such that BaC 2 1 for every cycle matrix 
C for which the sum of the entries of B is minimum. Assume that for some 
p z q, neither b,, nor b,, can be decreased without violating (7). Suppose 
that b,, + b,, > 1. Then it follows that b,, > 0 and b,, > 0. There exist 
cycle matrices C, whose ( p, q) entry is 1 and C, whose (q, p) entry is 1, such 
that BoC, = 1 and BoC, = 1. There exists a cycle matrix C whose set of arcs 
is a subset of the union of the arcs of C, and Cz not containing ( p, q)and 
(q. p). We then have 
B°C < B4, + BC, - (b,, + b,,) < 1 + 1 - 1 = 1, 
contradicting (7). Hence b,, + b,, = 1 for all p z q, and hence B is a GTI’ 
matrix, and A = B + (A - B) is the desired decomposition. 
We now prove (ii). It follows from (i) that g( @“) = <. Hence B’(c) = @” 
and (ii) follows. n 
From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we immediately obtain the following. 
THEOREM 2.3. A doubly stochastic matrix A of order n is a con- 
wx combination of the nonidentity permutation matrices of order n if and 
only if AaT > 1 for every GTT matrix T of order n. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let A = [aij] be a symmetric doubly stochastic matrix of 
orakr n. Then A is a conuex combination of the nonidentity petmutation 
matrices of order n if and only if 
alI + a22 + *** +a,, <n-2. 
Proof. Let T be a G’IT matrix of order n. Then 
AoT = g ( ‘ijtij + ajitji) = E,Oij( tij + tji) = g,aij, 
and the corollary follows from Theorem 2.3. n 
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As already noted for n Q 5, we have < = <*, that is, every GTT-matrix is 
a convex combination of ‘IT matrices. From this and Theorem 2.3 it follows 
that for n < 5 a doubly stochastic matrix A of order n is in n: if and only if 
AoT > 1 for every ‘IT matrix T of order n. As already remarked, there are 
G’IT matrices of order 6 which are not convex combinations of TT matrices. 
Nonetheless an analogous result holds for n = 6. First we observe the follow- 
ing easy lemma, a special case of which was used in Cruse (1979). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let T = [tij] be a matrix of order n. Let rl, . . . , r, be 
real numbers, and dejne T’ = [tij] by tij = rj + tij - rj (1 Q i, j < n). 
Then ToS = T’oS for each sum-symmetric matrix S of order n. 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A be a doubly stochastic matrix of order 6. Then A is 
a convex combination of the nonidentity permutation matrices of order 6 if and 
only if AOT > 1 fw every TT matrix T of order 6. 
Proof. Let T = [tij] be a GTT matrix of order 6. We apply Lemma 2.5 
with ri = tli (i = 1,. . . , n). The matrix T’ has all o’s in its first row and all l’s 
in its first column below the main-diagonal position, and since A is doubly 
stochastic, To A = T’e A. Moreover, it is easy to check that T’ is a G’IT matrix. 
Let T; be the matrix obtained from T’ by deleting row 1 and column 1. Then 
T; is a G’IT matrix of order 5. Hence T; is a convex combination of 
‘IT matrices of order 5, which implies that T’ is a convex combination 
of ‘IT matrices of order 6. The corollary now follows from Theorem 2.3. n 
3. THE POLYTOPES <* AND % 
As already noted, we have < = z* only if n Q 5. Up to the ordering of 
rows and columns, we know of only two extreme G’IT matrices of over 6 
which do not belong to Ys*. These are the matrices 
T, = 
0;11;+ 
1 If 0 1 1 1 1 
ooo$;o 
00~00~ 
$o+10+ 
1 2 0 1 $ f 0 
(9) 
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(10) 
and 
T, = 
The first of these is from Cruse (1979); the second occurs in Griitschel et 
al. (1985) as an example of a matrix in Ys which violates a certain inequality 
satisfied by all matrices in Fs*. It is not difficult to check that Tl and T, are 
extreme G’IT matrices. We know of no extreme GTI matrices whose entries 
have values other than 0, $, 1. 
Let G be a graph. The order of G is the number of its vertices. The 
complement c of G is the graph with the same vertex set as G in which two 
vertices are adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G. 
Let T = [tij] be any GTI matrix of order n. We define the *-graph of T as 
follows. It is an undirected graph with vertices 1,2, . . . , n in which there is an 
edge (i, j} between vertices i and j if and only if 0 < tij < 1. Let T be a GTT 
matrix, and let T’ be the matrix obtained from T by changing all off-diagonal 
O’s to l’s and all l’s to O’s (leaving all other entries unchanged). Then T’ is also 
a GlT matrix with the same *-graph as T. 
The *-graphs of the matrices Tl and T, above are shown in Figure 1. In 
considering *-graphs it suffices to consider only G’IT matrices each of whose 
entries equals 0, i, or 1. This is because the matrix obtained from a GTT-matrix 
by replacing each nonintegral entry with i is also a GTT matrix. 
A graph G is called GTT-realizable provided there exists a GTI matrix T 
whose *-graph is isomorphic to G. A graph G is transitively orientable 
it to orient of G so that the resulting digraph 
satisfies the transitive law: 
a+b, bdc implies a+c. 
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Such an orientation is called a transitive orientation of G. A graph with a 
transitive orientation is called a comparability graph. The following theorem 
characterizes G’IT-realizable graphs. 
THEOREM 3.1. A graph G is GTT-realizable if and only if its complement 
G is a comparability graph. 
Proof. Let T = [tij] b e a G’IT matrix of order n, and let G denote its - 
*-graph. Choosing for each edge {i, j} of G the orientation i -+ j if tij = 1, we - - 
obtain a transitive orientation of G. Conversely, suppose G has a transitive 
orientation. We define a GT matrix T = [tij] by 
1 
if{i,j}isanedgeofG, 
tij = : if { ’ ‘} 
I, 3 is an edge of G with orientation i + j, 
0 otherwise. 
If tij = tjk = 1, then the transitive orientation of E implies that {i, k} 
is an edge of G and tik = 1. It now follows that T is a GTT matrix with 
*-graph equal to G. n 
Theorem 3.1 shows that the study of GTT-realizable graphs is equivalent 
to the study of comparability graphs. Comparability graphs have been charac- 
terized by Gillmore and Hoffman (1964) [ see Golumbic (1980) for this and 
other characterizations]. These characterizations, applied to the complement 
of a graph, give characterizations of GTT-realizable graphs. While these 
characterizations lead to good algorithms for identifying comparability graphs, 
given a graph it is still not easy to recognize whether it is or is not a 
comparability graph. 
The following lemma is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 3.2. A graph G is GTT-realizable if and only if each of its 
connected components is. Zf Tl and T, are GTT matrices, then the matrix 
T= 
where J denotes a matrix of all l’s, is a GTT matrix but is not extreme. 
Not every tree is G’IT-realizable. An example of a G‘IT-nonrealizable tree 
of order 7 is given in Figure 4. However, a tree which is a chain is easily seen 
to be G’IT-realizable. A chord of a cycle in a graph is an edge joining two 
nonconsecutive vertices of the cycle. A graph is called chordal provided each 
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cycle of length greater than 3 has a chord. Equivalently, a graph is chordal if 
and only if every induced cycle has length 3. 
THEOREM 3.3. The *-graph of a GTT matrix does not contain a chordless 
cycle of length 5 or greater. 
Proof. Let T = [tij] be in q, and suppose that the *-graph of T contains 
a chordless cycle of length m > 5. Without loss of generality we assume that 
this cycle is 1,2, . . . , m, 1 and that t,, = 1 (the possibility t,, = 0 is argued in 
a similar way). Repeated use of the transitive inequality (4) gives tij = 1 for all 
i and j with 1 ,< i < j Q n and {i, j} not an edge of the cycle. Since m 2 5, 
we have tl,m_2 = t,_, m = 1. Since t,, > 0, we get 
t1,m-2 + L-2,,+ t,, > 2, 
contradicting (4). l 
Let C, denote a graph of order n 2 3 whose edges determine a cycle of 
length n. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that a chordless cycle of length 5 or 
greater is not G’IT-realizable but every proper induced subgraph is, that is, a 
chordless cycle of length 5 or greater is a minimal GIT-nonrealizable graph. 
Thus chordless cycles of length 5 or greater determine an infinite family 
of minimal G’IT-nonrealizable graphs. The matrix T1 in (9) is an extreme 
point of Ys whose *-graph has a chordless cycle of length 4. Hence the 
*-graphs of G’IT matrices are not in general chordal graphs. 
We now determine another infinite family of minimal GIT-nonrealizable 
graphs. Let n 2 6 be an integer. The graph LB,, of order n given in Figure 2 
is called the ladybug graph of order n-for short, an n-ladybug. 
THEOREM 3.4. An n-ladybug is a minimal GTT-nonrealizable graph for all 
n 2 6. 
FIG. 2. n-ladybug. 
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Proof. Let G be an n-ladybug with vertices labeled as in Figure 2. Let 
T = [tij] be a GTT matrix of order n such that tij = i for all i and j such that 
{i, j} is an edge of G, and assume that the *-graph of T is G. Without loss of 
generality we assume that tl,n_e = 1. Transitivity implies that tij = 1 when- 
ever i + 2 < j and 2 < i, j < n - 2. Transitivity again implies that tn_2, n_ i 
= 0, and this further implies that ti, n_l = 0 for 2 < i < n - 2. Transitivity 
and t,, = t now imply that tn4, . . . , t, n_2 all equal 1. Since t,, = 1 and 
t,, = f, we conclude that t,, = 0 and then t, “_i = 1. We now have t,, = i, 
tn,n-l = 1, and tn_1,2 = 1, contradicting the transitivity of T. Hence G is not 
G’IT-realiazable. 
It is not difficult to show that any graph obtained from an n-ladybug by 
deleting a vertex is GlT-realizable. 8 
In Figures 3 and 4 there are given graphs which have no induced cycle of 
length at least 5 and no induced ladybug. One may verify that each of these 
graphs is a minimal GTT-nonrealizable graph. That each of these graphs is 
GTT-nonrealizable can be demonstrated by attempting to construct a GlT 
matrix T = [tij] with tij = tji = i if [i. j} is an edge of G. Putting any other 
off-diagonal entry equal to 1 always leads to a contradiction of transitivity. It 
follows that any graph G which has an induced subgraph isomorphic to one of 
these graphs is GTI’-nonrealizable. It can be checked that the only minimal 
G’IT-nonrealizable graphs of order at most 6 are C,, Cs, LB,, and the two 
graphs in Figure 3. 
Our aim now is to show that certain graphs cannot be the *-graph of any 
extreme GTT matrix. This will enable us to identify posets 9 for which 
5(P) = z*( 9). We begin by showing that the complement of the *-graph 
of an extreme G’IT matrix each of whose entries equals 0, i, or 1 is not the 
*-graph of any GTT matrix. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let T be an extreme GTT (0, i, 1) matrix whose *-graph is 
a graph G with at least one edge. Then ?? is not the *-graph of any GTT matrix. 
FIG. 3. 
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FIG. 4. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that G is 
hence of a GIT (0, $, 1) matrix A. We have 
the *-graph of a G’IT matrix and 
and 
T + A = +(J - I) + P 
T + At = +(J - I) + Q, 
where it is easy to check that P and Q are TT matrices. Since G has at least 
one edge, T # P, Q. We have 
(T + A) + (T + A”) = (J - I) + P + Q. 
Now 
implies 
A+A’=]-1 
T=+(P+Q), 
contradicting the extremality of T. H 
Invoking Theorem 3.1, we get the following. 
COROLLARY 3.6. The nunempty *-graph of an extreme GTT (0, $, 1) matrix 
is not a comparability graph. 
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The converse of Theorem 3.5 is not true. Let 
T= 
where Tl is the extreme GTT matrix given in (9) and js is the column vector 
of six 1’s. By Lemma 3.2, T is a G’IT matrix but is not extreme. Let G, be 
the *-graph of T,, and let G be the *-graph of T. By Theorem 3.5, Er - 
is not GlT-realizable. Since c equals Gr with an additional isolated vertex, 
G is also not GTT-realizable. 
The following lemma is easy to verify. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let T be a GTT matrix of the form 
where T,, is a principal submatrix of T of order k. Assume that T,, and T,, are 
(0,l) matrices. Let T;, be a TT matrix of order k which agrees with T,, at all 
those positions in which T,, has O’s or 1’s. Then the matrix T’ obtained from T 
by replacing T,, with Ti, is a GTT matrix. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let T be a GTT matrix of order n. Assume that the *-graph 
of T has at least one edge and that each connected component has order 5 or 
less. Then T is not extreme. 
Proof. We prove the theorem in the case that the *-graph of T has two 
connected components. A similar proof works if there are more than 
two components. Thus assume that 
T Tl2 
T=Tll , 1 1 21 T22 
where T,, and T2, are principal submatrices of T of order at most 5 and 
contain all the nonintegral entries of T. The matrices T,, and T2, are GTT 
matrices of order at most 5 containing at least one nonintegral entry. Since 
Fkk* = Fk for k < 5, T,, and T,, are not extreme. Hence there are nontrivial 
convex combinations 
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and 
T22 = CdjBj, Cdj = 1, 
j .i 
where the Ai and Bj are TT matrices. Let Cij be the matrix obtained from T 
by replacing T,, with Ai and T,, with Bj. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that Cij 
is a ‘IT matrix. Moreover we have 
T = ccidjCij, ccidj = 1, 
Lj i,j 
and we conclude that T is not extreme. n 
Let G be a graph of order n. A spanning subgraph of G is a graph with 
the same vertex set as G and some of its edges. We denote by K,,b a 
complete bipartite graph whose vertex set is partitioned into sets of size a and 
b, respectively. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let G be a graph, and suppose that some connected 
component of G has a complete bipartite graph K LI, b as a spanning subgraph. 
Then G is not the *-graph of any extreme GTT matrix. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that T = [tij] is an extreme GlT matrix 
whose *-graph is G. Then after reordering, if necessary, we may assume that 
T 11 T12 T13 
T = T21 T22 T23 P I 1 7-31 T32 T33 (11) 
where all the entries of T12, T13, Tzl, and T31 are O’s and l’s, all the entries of 
T23, T32 are strictly between 0 and 1, and there are no restrictions on the 
entries of T,,, T,, and T33. Since T is a GTI matrix, we have 
1 < tij + tjk + tki Q 2 (12) 
for all distinct i, j, k. At most one of tij, tjk, tki belongs to T23, and at most one 
belongs to T32. Suppose that tij is an entry of T23 or T32, say an entry of TD. 
Thus tij is strictly between 0 and 1. One of the following holds: 
(i) Both of tjk and tki are integers (0 or 1). It then follows that each of the 
inequalities in (12) is strict. 
(ii) At least one of tjk and tki is strictly between 0 and 1. In this case it 
follows that one of tjk and tki belongs to T32. 
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Let T(E) be obtained from T by adding E to the entries of Tss and 
subtracting E from the entries of Ts2. It follows from (i) and (ii) that for E a 
small positive number, both T(e) and T( - E) are GTT matrices. Since 
T = *[T(E) + T(-E)], 
we contradict the assumption that T is extreme. n 
We say that a graph G is nearly bipartite provided it has a set F of edges 
with the following two properties: (i) for each edge {x, y} in F a vertex 
u # r, y is joined to x if and only if it is joined to y, and (ii) the graph G - F 
obtained from G by removing the edges in F is bipartite. By taking F to be 
the empty set of edges we see that a bipartite graph is nearly bipartite. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let G be a nearly bipartite graph with at least one edge. 
Then G is twt the *-graph of any extreme GTT matrix. 
Proof. Suppose that T = [tij] is a GTT matrix whose *-graph is G. Let H 
be the bipartite graph obtained from G by removing the edges of F as given 
above. Sin_ce H is bipartite, we may orient the edges of H so that the resulting 
digraph H contains no directed path of length 2. Let T(E) = [ tij(E)] be the 
matrix obtained from T by adding E to t2 if (i, j) is an arc of H and 
subtracting E from tij if (j, i) is an arc of H. We show that T(E) is a GTI 
matrix for E a small positive number. For this it suffices to show that for small 
E we have 
1 Q tij( E) + tjk(E) + t&) < 2 (13) 
for all distinct i, j, and k. 
First suppose that none of {i, j), {j, k}, and {k, i} is an edge of F. Then, 
as in the previous proof, it follows that (13) holds. Now suppose that one of 
(i, j}, {j, k} and {k, i}, say (i, j}, is an edge of F. It follo_ws from the 
properties of F that exactly one of ij, k) and (k, i) is an arc of H and exactly 
one of (k, j) and (i, k) is an arc of H. Hence (13) also holds in this case. 
Therefore T(E) and similarly T( - E) belong to z. Since 
T is not extreme. 
T = +[T(E) + T( -E)], 
n 
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FIG. 5. 
Consider the two graphs G, and G, in Figure 5. By taking F = { 1,3) (for 
G,) and F = ({L2}, (5,611 (for Gz) we see by Theorem 3.10 that neither G, 
nor G, is a *-graph of any extreme GTT matrix. 
COROLLARY 3.11 [cf. Dridi (1980)]. Let 9 be a poset of order n whose 
elements can be partitioned into two chains. Then 
qq = q*(P). 
Proof. It follows from the definition of 9 that the *-graph of every 
matrix in ZQ 9) is bipartite. By Theorem 3.10 the *-graph of an extreme GTT 
matrix cannot have any edge, and the theorem follows. n 
It seems very difficult to characterize the *-graphs of the extreme GTT 
matrices, or even just the extreme GTT (0, k, 1) matrices. 
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